Transition to efficient, unsuppressed bulk-target ion acceleration via high-fluence laser irradiation
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A high-intensity laser irradiating a few-μm solid foil will accelerate ions from the bulk of the target as well as protons from a surface contaminant layer. Experimental measurements of ion spectra using the OMEGA EP laser (0.25–1 kJ, 10 ps) show, as suggested previously [Petrov et al., Phys. Plasmas 17, 103111 (2010)], that at a laser fluence exceeding 1 J/μm², the contaminant layer is accelerated enough that ions from the bulk of the target are more effectively accelerated. When using CD₂ as a target, the high fluence results in a 100-fold increase in deuteron acceleration efficiency (near 1% of laser energy) compared to subthreshold fluence. This is found to be due to the fact that the deuterons have a higher density at many locations during acceleration, allowing a larger electric field to develop, leading to improved efficiency. Using a pitcher-catcher setup, these deuterons, as well as protons from the contaminant layer, strike a LiF target and generate neutrons via (d,n) and (p,n) nuclear reactions. CR39 plastic and nuclear activation detectors measured broadband neutron yields of 4 × 10⁸ sr⁻¹ and yields of 10⁹ sr⁻¹ for neutrons above 11 MeV.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The acceleration of multi-MeV ions via short-pulse, high-intensity laser irradiation of solid targets has been well-studied [1–5] over the last few decades. These ions have proven to be extremely useful, for instance, to diagnose electromagnetic fields [6–9], to deposit energy for ion fast ignition research [10–12], to isochorically heat solid material [13], and to generate ultrashort bursts of high-energy neutrons [14–19]. Such neutrons can be used to understand atomic-scale damage [20] and are important for applications related to semiconductor radiation hardness testing, materials for fusion or fission reactors, particle accelerator vessels, and long-term radioactive nuclear waste storage [21–23]. These neutrons also have the potential to diagnose ion temperature and flow velocity in materials under extreme conditions via neutron resonance spectroscopy [15,24] with short temporal resolution.

The most widely used mechanism for ion acceleration is known as target normal sheath acceleration (TNSA) [25]. In TNSA, multi-MeV electrons accelerated by a relativistic-intensity (λγ² > 10¹⁸ W cm⁻²μm³) laser [26] form an electrostatic sheath on the rear of the target that accelerates ions normal to the rear side of the target surface. While ions from

...
as intense sources of isochoric energy deposition to create astrophysically relevant warm-density-matter conditions [48] and, as we specifically discuss in this paper, as a mechanism to generate short, bright pulses of neutrons. By optimizing the laser parameters to deplete the contaminant layer itself, without additional components, it will be possible to generate the cleanest, most contaminant-free, ion acceleration on these large-scale facilities.

Much TNSA research has focused on increasing the laser intensity, often by using shorter laser pulses, to reach higher peak ion energies. This focus on high intensity has meant that the regime of few-picosecond duration lasers with high fluence has, largely, been neglected [49]. The advantage of higher fluence is that the total energy coupled is increased [5], which can lead to regimes of acceleration that deplete the approximately 1-mm-thick [27,28] contaminant layer and thus allow bulk ions from the target to be accelerated. Previous work, simulating a CD bulk target with an H2O contaminant layer by Petrov et al. [50], showed that at a laser fluence of 0.1 J/μm2 the contaminant layer began to be depleted and at 1 J/μm2 the bulk target deuterons dominated the ion acceleration.

The physics of TNSA is known to be described by a self-similar adiabatic expansion [51–53]; that is, the expansion of the plasma and subsequent ion acceleration is driven by an electron-pressure driven electric field. This self-similar electric field, \( E_{zs} \propto T_e/C_{zs} = (T_m/Z_i)^{1/2} \), is a function of the electron temperature, \( T_e \), and the ion acoustic velocity \( C_{si} = (Z_i T_e/m_i)^{1/2} \), which is in turn a function of ion charge, \( Z_i \), and mass, \( m_i \). There are important deviations in the electric field due to charge separation at the leading edge of the plasma acceleration, but these fields are still proportional to the self-similar field [53]. This means that, alone, a heavier (larger \( m_i/Z_i \)) species will create a stronger electric field than a lighter species. However, when there are two ion species, the ions with the highest density set the electric field [54,55]. Thus, in the case of a contaminant layer of protons with a CD2 target, the electric field is reduced compared to what would be expected if deuterons were the only species.

In this paper, we present experimental evidence of what has been described as contaminant layer depletion using a high-fluence, kilojoule class laser. This is confirmed by measuring the ion spectrum from a CD target irradiated by a laser of fluence exceeding the critical level of 1 J/μm2. We observe a substantial increase in the deuteron acceleration efficiency up to 0.6 ± 0.1% and see a dip in low energies in the proton spectrum that corresponds to half the peak energy of the deuterons. However, unlike previous work, we do not describe this as depletion of the contaminant layer, which implies that all the contaminants are removed from the target’s rear surface. Instead, our simulations show that the protons are still present at the rear surface of the target, but they are at a lower density than the deuterons. This deuteron-rich region causes a transition from suppressed to unsuppressed deuteron acceleration, meaning that high laser fluence causes increased proton expansion leading to a region of lowered proton density. In this region, the electric field increases, leading to a higher deuteron slope temperature and acceleration efficiency.

![FIG. 1. (a) Experimental schematic. Ions (protons, deuterons) are accelerated from a 25-μm-thick CD2 target by the OMEGA EP laser. To study the ions, RCF and the TPIE are used as diagnostics. For neutron generation, a LiF converter is placed in the path of the ions to generate neutrons via (p,n) and (d,n) reactions. (b) Spatial laser intensity (left axis) and fluence (right axis) profiles at laser energies of 250 J (dashed line) and 1 kJ (solid line); note that 50% and 90% of the laser energy is contained within diameters of 20 and 60 μm, respectively. Only in the 1 kJ case is a significant fraction of the laser fluence above the 1 J/μm² contaminant depletion threshold [50].](image-url)
ion energy spectra for the 250 J and 1 kJ cases are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. The signals are corrected for the ion-dependent energy response of the diagnostic; thus the units are directly proportional to the number of ions in a manner similar to Ref. [58]. In the low fluence case (250 J), a monotonically decaying exponential spectrum is observed for both ions species as expected from TNSA. In the 1 kJ case, the spectra change significantly; the proton spectrum develops a dip at energy around 8 MeV. Additionally, the relative number of deuterons compared to protons is increased by an order of magnitude as compared with the 250 J case. As shown in Table I, increasing the laser energy increases the maximum energy of both protons (from 15 MeV to 38 MeV) and deuterons (from 5 MeV to 18 MeV). The ratio of deuteron to proton maximum energy increases from 1:3 (33%) to 1:2.1 (47%); again suggesting increased bulk-target ion acceleration. To better understand these features, the energy spectrum was transformed to a velocity spectrum and shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). A particularly interesting observation from the high fluence data [Fig. 2(d)] is that, in velocity space, the transition between deuteron and proton spectra is remarkably continuous; meaning that at around 4 cm/ns the deuteron spectra sharply ends and the proton spectra sharply rises. As we will show later in the simulations, this sharp change is a characteristic of the transition between deuteron-rich and proton-rich spatial regions where the acceleration is occurring.

Fitting the energy, $E$, spectra with exponential decays ($\propto \exp(-E/T)$) results in a characteristic temperature, $T$, of 5.6 MeV for the deuterons, which is almost exactly twice that of the protons. Thus, once the energy spectra are converted into velocity spectra, the effective slopes of the two ion species are nearly identical. Using radiochromic film (RCF) [59], laser-to-proton conversion efficiencies of 1% and 4.5% were measured for the 250 J and 1 kJ cases, respectively, considering protons above 4.8 MeV, the RCF minimum energy. The laser-to-deuteron efficiency was inferred from measurements of high-energy neutrons (>11 MeV) produced by $(d,n)$ reactions in the LiF converter (to be explained in detail later); it was found to be $0.6 \pm 0.1\%$ in the 1 kJ case. Assuming a constant ratio of divergence angle between protons and deuterons gave $6 \times 10^{-3}\%$ in the 250 J case; meaning a 100× increase in conversion of laser to deuteron energy when transitioning into the high-fluence regime.

We note that previous work [16] performed on the Titan laser using a 9 ps pulse duration and 360 J of laser energy produced similar results to the 250 J case shown in Table I. In that work, the laser-to-proton conversion efficiency was found to be 0.47% and the laser-to-deuteron efficiency was found to be 0.04%. The maximum proton and deuteron energies were found to be around 17 MeV and around 8 MeV, respectively, in that work. Comparing the 360 J Titan shot with the 1 kJ OMEGA shot, we see a 15× increase in laser-to-deuteron efficiency with only a 2.8× increase in laser energy.

### IV. PARTICLE-IN-CELL SIMULATIONS

To better understand our data, we ran simulations using the implicit, hybrid particle-in-cell (PIC) code LSP [60] in 2D cylindrical geometry. The simulations modeled the full 9.0 ps duration of the laser with 250 J and 1 kJ. The minimum spatial cell size of 30 nm in the nonuniform grids was chosen considering skin depth of ~40 nm of the target plasma. Simulations conducted with various cell sizes from 10 nm to 100 nm indicated that deuteron acceleration is not fully resolved with a larger than 40 nm cell. The target was modeled as a 25 μm solid density ($1.1 \text{ g/cm}^3$) C^{4+}D$_2^+$ foil. A hydrocarbon contaminant layer of one cell (30 nm) at $10^{22} \text{ cm}^{-3}$ was added on the target’s rear surface to reproduce the total mass of a 5-nm-thick, 6× critical density ($60_{\text{cm}} \sim 6 \times 10^{23} \text{ cm}^{-3}$) layer as keeping the areal density the same. The contaminant layer thickness was chosen based on previous measurements [27,28]. In our simulations, the contaminant layer is composed of only hydrogen, as this is the lowest mass isotope, to reduce computational cost. The portion of the target that will not see the accelerating TNSA field was modeled with a fluid description [61]; this allows the number of macroparticles per cell (4 particles/cell) to be significantly relaxed comparing to typical PIC simulations. On the rear surface of the target where the TNSA is active, each particle species (P, D, and C^{4+}) is treated kinetically with 900 particles/cell.

### TABLE I. Metrics of proton and deuteron acceleration from the OMEGA EP experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$E_{\text{laser}}$</th>
<th>$\eta_P$</th>
<th>$\eta_D$</th>
<th>$T_P$</th>
<th>$T_D$</th>
<th>$E_{P,\text{max}}$</th>
<th>$E_{D,\text{max}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>MeV</td>
<td>MeV</td>
<td>MeV</td>
<td>MeV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>5.49</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIG. 3. Pseudocolor images of (a) deuteron and (b) proton densities at a time of 4 ps in the 1 kJ case. In this figure, the electrons are injected from the left side and thus the plasma expansion goes from left to right. The protons have extended further in the z direction due to their higher charge-to-mass ratio. There is a hollow region in the proton density on axis that extends to around \( Z = 130 \ \mu m \), which corresponds to the region of high deuteron density. Since the deuteron density is highest in this region, it is being accelerated in an unsuppressed manner in this region (i.e., with a higher electric field than in the proton-rich region).

In this multi-ps modeling, electrons were injected to emulate the laser interaction. The electron sources have 9 ps full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) duration with 20 \( \mu m \) FWHM Gaussian spatial profile; this is the same in both the 250 J and 1 kJ simulations and is consistent with the experiment. The energy spectrum had a slope temperature linearly increasing to 4 MeV and 8 MeV until the laser peak for the case of 250 J and 1 kJ lasers. The slope temperatures employed here are based on previously measured experimental data at OMEGA EP, which is similar to Pukhov scaling \([62]\) for the given laser intensity \([63]\). Utilizing an electron source with increasing slope temperature that exceeds ponderomotive scaling for the laser intensity is a widely used method for simulating particle acceleration from multipicosecond pulses \([46,47]\). We note that the electron source method used here has been applied previously in similar simulations of ion acceleration \([64]\) and benchmarked against simulations including the electromagnetic interaction of the laser \([65]\). The authors also checked the electron source method in simulations by comparing the results with simulations done by the explicit full laser simulation and experimental measurements \([45,46,66,67]\).

The modeling results are presented in Fig. 3. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the density of the deuteron and proton ions, respectively, at 6 ps for the 1 kJ case. Notice that the protons have expanded much further compared to the heavier (i.e., \( m_i/Z_i \)) deuterons. Also, the proton density is hollow toward the target surface. This hollow region corresponds exactly to the region of high deuteron density, and is evidence that here deuterium is dominant in this region.

The simulation results reproduce important features of the experiments. First, we see overall good agreement with many of the energetics, as illustrated in the \( dN/dE \) spectra in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). The maximum deuteron energies, 6 and 20 MeV for 250 J and 1 kJ, respectively, and proton energies agree well with the experiment. Also, we see a 20\( \times \) increase in the total deuteron yield generated by the 1 kJ case compared to the 250 J case, indicating that deuteron yield is not simply proportional to laser energy. An additional notable feature that is also seen in the experimental data is the similar slope of \( dN/dE \) for both deuterons and protons in the 1 kJ case, Fig. 4(d), as opposed to different slopes clearly seen from the 250 J case, Fig. 4(c). This is something that is also observed experimentally.

The simulations also help to illustrate the cause of the dip in proton energies around 8 MeV and the smooth transition in velocity space between protons and deuterons, which are indicators of the transition from suppressed into unsuppressed acceleration. The physics behind this transition can be explained in the following manner: At early times, the edge of the target is proton-rich, which means that the charge-to-mass ratio of the protons sets the strength of the accelerating electric field, \( E_{\alpha} \propto T_e/C_{\alpha} = (T_e m_i/Z_i)^{1/2} \). As the protons have a higher charge-to-mass ratio, they are accelerated more rapidly than the deuterons. Thus, given enough laser energy and time, the proton density is reduced enough that the region near the target becomes deuteron-rich. At this point, the larger mass-to-charge ratio of deuterons creates a stronger electric field leading to more efficient deuteron acceleration. The deuterons cannot overtake the protons in velocity, otherwise they would again become the lower density species and the electric field would decrease. This results in a hollow region in space (see Fig. 3) and a sharp cutoff in velocity space that is seen both experimentally, Fig. 2(d), and in the simulations, Fig. 4(d), in the 1 kJ cases. Additionally, because the field is stronger in the high region with high deuteron density, the protons to be accelerated faster out of this region and into the region with higher proton density; thus creating the dip in energy (velocity) spectra around 8 MeV in Figs. 2(b) and 2(d).

To understand the underlying physics behind the acceleration of deuterons and protons, a series of simulations were conducted to systematically study the different regimes of
FIG. 5. Density line-outs of proton, deuteron, and carbon ions, in the Z direction measured at 0.5 ps, from a systematic study of the initial hydrogen layer density in the high fluence case. The initial density of hydrogen layer attached to the back surface of CD$_2$ target is $20n_{\text{crit}}$ ($\sim 2 \times 10^{22}$ cm$^{-3}$) and $6n_{\text{crit}}$ ($\sim 6 \times 10^{21}$ cm$^{-3}$) for (a) and (b), respectively; no hydrogen layer is initialized in (c). The hot electron source, injected continuously up to 1 ps, is identical for all cases suppressed and unsuppressed ion acceleration. These were run with electrons injected similarly to the high-fluence case, but with a shorter, 1 ps laser pulse duration to reduce numerical expense. Similar to previous studies [47], deuteron acceleration in simulations appears to highly depend on H contaminant layer initially appended on the rear surface of the target [50]. This is evident from the comparison of ion density in Figs. 5(a)–5(c), where the contaminant layer density is decreased from $20n_{\text{crit}}$ to $6n_{\text{crit}}$ to zero ($n_{\text{crit}} \sim 10^{21}$ cm$^{-3}$), respectively. In the case where the contaminants are initialized at $20n_{\text{crit}}$, Fig. 5(a), the proton density is higher than deuteron density throughout the entire acceleration region. Thus, the entire acceleration region is proton rich, leading to poor deuteron acceleration efficiency. At the other extreme is the case where no protons are included, Fig. 5(c). Here the deuteron density becomes much higher and thus the deuteron acceleration is unsuppressed, leading to much higher acceleration efficiency. Finally, in the intermediate case with a $6n_{\text{crit}}$ contaminant layer, Fig. 5(b), there are both proton-rich and deuteron-rich regions. The region closer to the initial target surface, $z < 18 \mu$m, is deuteron rich and thus the deuterons are accelerated efficiently in this region. The spatial extent of the deuterons is reduced compared to the contaminant-free simulation but still is much improved compared to the $20n_{\text{crit}}$ case.

Another important aspect of this paper is the importance of pulse duration on ion acceleration. When the laser starts interacting with a target, protons from the outermost contamination layer on the target surface are exposed to the highest field gradients and screen the electric field for protons and ions coming from the successive layers. This is a heterogeneous condition (e.g., suppressed acceleration) at early time where protons are accelerated first, as they have the highest charge-to-mass ratio. However, if the laser pulse is long, for example, multi-ps used in our paper, the supply of hot electrons continues as the ions are accelerated from the rear surface. Thus, when the protons and deuterons have separated, the electrons traverse the expanding ions and create separate expansion fronts at the edge of the individual ion species. In this condition, the deuterons have a higher density than the protons and thus are unsuppressed in their acceleration. Many hot electrons drive electric field for deuteron acceleration instead of continuing to move further to reach all the way to the proton beam front. Figure 6 shows a comparison of the longitudinal electric field at 1 ps in two simulations where all parameters are identical with the exception of the laser pulse duration: Pulse length of 0.5 ps in Fig. 6(a) and 1 ps in Fig. 6(b). It is clearly seen that with a longer pulse, the electric field at the deuteron front is higher while the electric field near the proton front is similar to the shorter pulse case. This is due to the increased amount of hot electrons near the target surface when using a longer laser pulse duration.

Using the PIC simulations, we also investigated the importance of high laser energy flux on the heating of the target rear surface. During the acceleration, protons initially in the target’s rear surface expand in both directions due to target heating. This expansion is influenced by the temperature and pressure of the background electrons. Thus, if the bulk electrons in the target are hotter, it leads to a lower proton density and allows the deuterons to become the dominant species earlier in time. Our simulations found that that proton
expansion into the target becomes significant from the case of the high-flux, high-temperature target. A combination of these effects helps understand the 100-fold increase in conversion of laser to deuteron for the high fluence case while only a 4.5-fold increase in conversion of laser to proton compared to low fluence case.

V. NEUTRON GENERATION

To measure the high-energy neutron generation on the experiment, the Proton Film Pack (PFPII) diagnostic was modified to incorporate CR39 plastic and activation foils of (naturally abundant) Ni and Cu at 0° and 90° with respect to the rear surface of the target. Additionally, CR39 foils in the wedge-range-filter diagnostic were placed at 117°. CR39 is a plastic that is indirectly sensitive to neutrons via, predominantly, knock-on reactions with protons in the plastic [68], it is sensitive to a broad range of neutron energies as shown in Fig. 7. We note that CR39 is sensitive to ions and for this reason was placed behind the metal activation foils to shield from accelerated ions. The measured activation product from the Ni foils was 58Co; created via the 58Ni(n,p) reaction. Similar to CR39, the 58Ni(n,p) cross section is sensitive to a broad energy of neutrons (Fig. 7). The long half-life of 58Co (70.9 days) allowed it to be measured at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) using high-sensitivity Germanium detectors to measure decay radiation from the 810.8 keV line. We note that on some of the shots, small levels of 57Co were detected, possibly from 58Ni(n,d) or 58Ni(n,dd). However, the longer half life of this isotope (272 days) and lower expected activity did not allow for sufficient statistics in the measurement duration. The radioactivity in the Cu foils using an on-site coincidence counter and the decay curves were fit with two exponential decays corresponding to the half lives of 62Cu (9.6 minutes) and 64Cu (12.7 hours). We note the possibility of activation of 63Zn (38.5 min) via 63Cu(p,n) reactions, but foils were shielded to avoid proton irradiation. The activation used in this measurement was 62Cu from 63Cu(n,2n) which, unlike the other yield measurements, is only sensitive to high-energy neutrons above around 11 MeV (see Fig. 7). A difficulty in using an (n,2n) reaction is that the same products are created from a (γ, n) reaction, which could potentially corrupt the measurement. To account for this, we used a null shot (Cu foil only, no LiF) which gave a low yield compared to the highest measured neutron yield (~10%) that was subtracted from the data and used as an error bar. The null shot was taken when measuring the ion acceleration, meaning that the RCF obstructed the 0° view and thus we were not able to attain a null value at 0°. Therefore, we did not use the 0° data for Cu, which we expect to be highly compromised by x-ray radiation that is known to peak on axis. As for 64Cu, the cross section of 65Cu(n,2n) is high enough to be useful. However, the existence of 63Cu(n,γ) capturing reaction with high sensitivity to low energy meant that this measurement was affected by thermal neutrons and was therefore not used.

Figure 8 shows the yields recorded from CR39 and activation foils; the shots using CD2+LiF converter were compared against shots with a CD2 target alone and Cu+LiF. All shots are with 1 kJ of laser energy. We make a number of observations from this data. First, we see that the broadband yield (i.e., CR39 and 58Co) at angles larger than 90° are 20% to 50% higher in CD2+LiF compared to Cu+LiF. We attribute this to the fact that the protons accelerated by both Cu and CD2 are similar, and that the deuterons contribute only modestly to broadband neutron generation. Second, we see an increase of around a factor of 2× in broadband neutron generation in the forward direction in the CD2+LiF.
compared to Cu + LiF. This is expected from the fact that there is a break-up reaction in deuterium, which is known to be highly forward biased. Such results have been seen previously in a high-intensity laser context [17,19]. Finally, we observe a dramatic, 10× increase in high-energy neutrons from the $^{62}$Cu data in CD$_2$ + LiF compared to Cu + LiF. This is due to the high, 15 MeV, Q value of the $^7$Li(d,n) reaction, compared to 3.3 MeV for $^2$D(d,n) reactions and −1.6 MeV (i.e., endothermic) for $^7$Li(p,n).

Note that in all neutron measurements, the CD$_2$ case is substantially lower than the CD$_2$ + LiF. This indicates that the majority of the neutron generation comes from protons and deuterons accelerated from the rear surface of the foil and not from the CD$_2$ target itself. Generally, the yield from Cu + LiF is larger than CD$_2$ alone. The exceptions to this are high-energy neutrons ($^{62}$Cu data), which are expected due to the fact that D(d,n) reactions, like $^7$Li(d,n), are exothermic.

A finding that was at first surprising was the increase in yield as compared to previous work on the Titan laser [16]. On OMEGA EP, we see only 4× increase in yield compared to Titan, where a 360 J laser was used (2.8× lower energy), also with a 9 ps pulse length. Given the 100× increase in deuteron acceleration efficiency observed in this work, an increase of only 4× seems too small. To better understand this, we performed analytical calculations of the expected neutron yields using the measured proton and deuteron spectra. The calculations propagated ions through a 2 mm LiF block. Ions lost energy via collisional stopping using stopping powers calculated from the code SRIM [69]. Total neutron yields were generated using the appropriate cross sections for $^7$Li(d,n) [70], $^7$Li(p,n) [71], and $^{10}$F(p,n) [72,73] as the ions traversed the LiF. For the 1 kJ shot, this calculation gave an estimate of $9.2 \times 10^8$ and $6.3 \times 10^8$ neutrons/sr angularly averaged neutron fluence generated by the protons and deuterons, respectively. The total number of neutrons, $1.6 \times 10^9$ sr$^{-1}$, agrees well with the broadband neutron production (i.e., CR39 at $\geq 90^\circ$, $^{58}$Co at 90$^\circ$) shown in Fig. 8. This calculation shows that around 60% of the neutrons are due to protons and 40% are due to deuterons. This is consistent with the reduction in broadband neutron yield from CD$_2$ + LiF compared with Cu + LiF, given that we expect similar proton spectra in the two cases and given that Cu will not accelerate deuterons. When using the measured ion spectra in the 250 J case, the importance of deuterons is found to be dramatically reduced; deuterons account for only 2% of the total neutrons production. Given that deuterons play a negligible role in the total neutron yield a lower laser energies, a factor of 4× increase in yield from our work the 360 J shot on Titan is reasonable, especially considering that we see an increase in proton acceleration efficiency of 4.5× in this experiment.

The neutron yields from this paper are comparable to the Trident laser yields utilizing the BOA mechanism [17], which used a laser intensity around an order of magnitude higher. Herein, we have quantified the number of highest energy neutrons (>11 MeV), which are around 3% of the total yield.

VI. SUMMARY

In summary, we have performed laser ion acceleration experiments in the high-fluence (>1 J/μm$^2$) hydrocarbon contaminant layer depletion regime. This led to a 100× increase of laser energy coupled into deuterons from the bulk of the target (0.6 ± 0.1%) as well as increased maximum deuteron energy as compared to the protons. However, the coupling of laser energy is still predominantly into protons (4.5%). This leaves a wide space that can be explored when much higher energy lasers come online, such as ARC [40–42] (14 kJ) at the LLNL and PETAL [43-44] (6 kJ) at Laser Megajoule in France. If these attain laser spot diameters equal to or smaller than OMEGA EP, fluence of above 10× is attainable. This will lead to self-cleaning of the targets of contaminants and a marked increase in bulk-ion acceleration that will likely exceed the protons in both efficiency and maximum kinetic energy. Increased fluence will thus allow researchers to choose a variety of different ions for acceleration. This can lead to improvements in a number of applications, for example, better performance in terms of isochoric heating by allowing the stopping power to be varied, in terms of electromagnetic field measurements by allowing the charge-to-mass ratio to be varied, in terms of high-energy short-pulse neutron generation by increasing the number of deuterons and allowing reactions with other ion species to be explored, and for any use of laser-accelerated ions that are presently constrained to the mass, the charge, and the charge-to-mass ratio of protons.
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